
 

1Noise level compared to other Dyson cord-free vacuum cleaners. 
²Actual run time will vary based on power mode and/or attachments used. 
3Filtration tested against ASTM F1977-04, tested in Boost mode by independent third party, SGS IBR Laboratories in US, in a laboratory setting. 
  All data subject to change 

Powerful, versatile and low noise1. With de-tangling tech 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Dyson V8 Absolute  
SKU Number 476547-01 Button  Battery saving trigger 
EAN Number  5 0251 5509 0152 Motor Dyson Digital Motor (425 Watt) 
SAP Name  SV25 V8 ABSOLUTE EU/CH/IL  Advanced tech - 
Model  SV25 Cleaner heads  Motorbar™ Cleanerhead; 

FluffyTM Cleanerhead  
Colour  Silver/Silver/Yellow  Combination tool, Crevice tool, 

Soft Dusting Brush, Fabric & 
Mattress Tool, Hair Screw Tool  
Wall Dock 

Suction power  115 Air Watts Screen Led Indicator  
Filtration3 99.99% up to 0.3 microns Bin Size 0.54 L   
Run time2  40 min (low mode); 5 min (boost 

mode) 
Product Weight 2.54 kg 

Charge time  5 h Box Weigh 3.71 kg 
Battery   1x battery ; 1x charger  

Non-swappable 
Product Size mm (HLW) 1256 x 221 x 250  

Modes  Two Modes (Powerful , Max)  Box Size mm (HLW) 154 x 739 x 271 
Category Powerful and lightweight Range  Core/ Basic 

Powerful suction 
The Dyson digital motor V8 provides powerful whole-home cleaning. With 
up to 40 minutes of fade-free suction.² 
 
Engineered for homes with pets 
Dyson’s latest de-tangling technology removes stubborn hair from all 
around your home. 
 
Motorbar™ with de-tangling comb 
Polycarbonate vanes automatically clear wrapped hair from the brush bar 
as you clean. 
 
Acoustic control 
The lightweight Dyson V8™ vacuum is accoustically controlled to reduce 
noisy turbulence. 
 
Up to 40 minutes of run time2 

The Six-cell energy-dense battery delivers up to 40 minutes of fade-free 
power.² 
 
Whole-machine advanced filtration  
Pet dander is a source of indoor air pollution. Dyson's fully-sealed system 
captures dust and seals in  99.99% of microscopic particles as small as 
0.3 microns – smaller than pet dander.3 

 
Transforms to a handheld 
Small enough for hard-to-reach places around your home. Powerful and 
long-lasting enough to clean your whole car too. 

 



 

 

What is in the box:  
 
 

Motorbar™ 

Dyson’s de-tangling technology 
removes long hair and pet hair 
from all around your home. 
Polycarbonate hair removal vanes 
inside the De-tangling Motorbar™ 
cleaner head automatically lift 
strands from the brush bar as you 
clean, sending them straight int the 
bin. 

Combination tool 

Two tools in one – wide nozzle and 
brush, for quick switching between 
cleaning and dusting tasks around 
your home or car. 

 

Crevice tool 

Engineered for precise cleaning 
around tricky edges and into hard-
to-reach narrow spaces. 
 

Wall Docking station  
Wall-mounted Dock to recharge 
your vacuum and tidily store 
tools. 
 
Charger  
Charges your vacuum cleaner 
with or without the Docking 
station 

   

 

 
 
    

Personalise with specialist tool kits  


